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Abstract. This paper describes an agent-based approach for the simulation of 

air traffic management (ATM) in Europe that was designed to help analyze 

proposals for future ATM systems. This approach is able to represent new col-

laborative decision processes for flow traffic management, it uses an interme-

diate level of abstraction (useful for simulations at larger scales), and was  

designed to be a practical tool (open and reusable) for the development of dif-

ferent ATM studies. It was successfully applied in three studies related to the 

design of future ATM systems in Europe. 
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1 Introduction 

In recent years, important initiatives have been developed to modernize air traffic 

management (ATM) systems. For example, the SESAR (Single European Sky ATM 

Research) program is an ambitious research and development initiative funded by the 

European Union, Eurocontrol and industry. The ultimate goal of SESAR is to develop 

a future ATM system for Europe, ensuring the safety and fluidity of air transport over 

the next thirty years, making flying more environmentally friendly and reducing the 

costs of air traffic management [4]. 

This paper summarizes the results of our research work
1
 under the CASSIOPEIA 

project (Complex Adaptive Systems for Optimization of Performance in ATM) that 

that we developed in the context of the SESAR program. In our approach, we devel-

oped a solution to simulate new collaboration strategies of ATM stakeholders in large 

geographic areas at an intermediate level of abstraction that is between the microscop-

ic and macroscopic level. Our approach was developed as a practical tool that is open 

and reusable for different ATM problems, and it was applied successfully in three 

different ATM studies. 

                                                           
1 See more details about our agent-based approach in [3]. 
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2 Main Purpose 

The goal of the CASSIOPEIA project project was to propose a modeling approach, 

using techniques of complex systems and paradigms of computer science, that could 

provide policy-makers with the means to understand and explore initiatives that affect 

complex ATM networks, allowing them to test potential concepts, regulations and 

mechanisms to manage delay propagation, capacity limits, network congestion, and 

other ATM phenomena. This project was envisioned as a solution to facilitate an un-

derstanding of the cause-effect relation between policy decisions in different sectors 

of aviation and air traffic performance for different scopes and scales of application of 

regulations. 

In general, agent-based approaches have been successfully applied to model ATM 

systems [1] [2] [5]. However, the design of future ATM systems, as it is defined by 

the goals of the SESAR programme in Europe, presents new challenges in agent-

based modeling and simulation such as: (1) modeling new decision levels in ATM 

systems (such as strategic decisions related to flow and capacity management with 

longer temporal horizons), (2) designing new representation methods to simulate at a 

larger scale (e.g., multinational geographic areas in Europe) taking into account limi-

tations concerning existing data, and (3) creating new practical tools (more easily 

available to the research community) to support the development of new ATM stu-

dies. In the following sections, we summarize our agent-based approach in 

CASSIOPEIA that we designed that addresses these challenges.  

3 The Agent-Based Approach and Applications 

The agent-based model in the CASSIOPEIA project includes agents corresponding to 

different ATM stakeholders. For example, there are agents such as network managers, 

airlines (with agent subclasses: network airline, cargo airline, low-cost airline, etc.), 

airports (with information such as geographic location, category, etc.), and aircraft 

(with information such as model, capacity, CO emissions, weight, etc.). The model 

also includes objects related to the environment and general decision-making 

processes such as flight plans, time slots, and geographical sectors. The agent models 

follow a BDI approach, with beliefs, goals and plans. 

This model includes algorithms to simulate collaborative decision-making 

processes corresponding to future ATM systems. For example, we implemented algo-

rithms that simulate how airlines interact to bid and sell air traffic slots to reschedule 

flight plans with lower costs. We follow an intermediate level abstraction with a sto-

chastic approach to simulate certain air traffic processes. For example, we follow this 

approach to simulate how airlines coordinate aircrafts in the presence of delays. The 

stochastic approach is used to simulate the movement of aircraft between airports, 

abstracting details about delays [3]. 

This agent-based approach was used in three different studies in the CASSIOPEIA 

project: (1) analyze the effects of new environmental regulations (e.g., restrictions of 

night traffic at certain airports to reduce noise pollution), (2) analyze the effect of 

capacity constraints considering as a new strategy that airlines can exchange traffic 

slots, and (3) analyze the effect of new methods of speed adjustment for aircraft based 
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in CASSIOPEIA was designed as a general tool and was used in three ATM studies 

with high percentages of reuse (more than 70%) of the different components. In com-

parison to previous related studies, we simulated new ATM decision processes, and 

they were applied to larger areas (with hundreds of airports and longer temporal 

scales). 
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